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Overview

Canada’s Arctic Ocean encompasses more than 150,000 kilometres (92,000 miles) of coastline—from Baffin Bay in the east through the central Arctic Archipelago to the Mackenzie River delta in the west—connecting all four settled Inuit land claim territories and touching 53 northern communities. It provides habitat for the majority of the world’s beluga and bowhead whales, narwhals, and polar bears and is a highway for some of the greatest marine mammal and seabird migrations on the planet.

Today, the world is looking to Canada’s Arctic Ocean with dreams of faster and cheaper intercontinental shipping and the promise of unexploited natural resources. Climate change is creating a longer shipping season,¹ which has already resulted in vessel traffic increases of 166 percent since 2004 through the Canadian Northwest Passage. For decades, government departments, academics, and civil society groups have made recommendations for improving Canadian Arctic shipping policy; seven key government studies have issued more than 170 individual recommendations for reform. However, the nation lacks a clear, cohesive vision for Arctic shipping policy, so these recommendations have fallen on agencies with limited resources to carry them out.²

In 2012, the Canadian Coast Guard (CCG) began to address some of the systematic deficiencies in Canada’s Arctic shipping policy by launching the Northern Marine Transportation Corridors Initiative (NMTCI). The initiative seeks to establish a system of voluntary marine corridors toward which the Coast Guard and other agencies could direct their financial, material, and human resource capacity to support vessel safety in the Arctic.³ The NMTCI has the potential to be the foundation for a national Arctic shipping policy; but for this to happen, the corridor initiative must be widened to account for the environmental and social complexity of Canada’s Arctic Ocean.⁴

The Canadian Coast Guard ship Louis S. St-Laurent trails the Coast Guard cutter Healy as the ships work their way north to study the Arctic Ocean floor in 2009.
To support the development of the NMTCI, The Pew Charitable Trusts conducted an analysis of the most recent shipping patterns in the Canadian Arctic Ocean, worked with shipping experts, and undertook a review of existing policy proposals to provide a road map to advance the Coast Guard’s safety aims while expanding the approach to encompass environmental features and Inuit rights.

This report outlines the results of that research: the Integrated Arctic Corridors Framework, a policy designed to strengthen the NMTCI and balance calls for northern development with the strongest possible environmental protections and guarantees of rights for the region’s people. The framework is based on the development of a system of shipping corridors that are classified into tiers according to assessed risk, addressing the gap in the current NMTCI model, which does not account for critical environmental and social variables. In addition, the framework calls for a new management structure, the Canadian Arctic Corridors Commission, to govern this complex area.

The approach is based on the integration from the earliest stages of policymaking of the following three guiding principles that together will promote the interests and priorities of the government, Inuit, and the shipping industry:

1. Develop and adhere to world-leading standards for human and vessel safety in Arctic waters.
2. Establish comprehensive protection for the Arctic marine environment and its wildlife.
3. Fully and formally include Inuit in Arctic shipping policy creation and implementation.

(For more information, see Guiding Principles of the Integrated Arctic Corridors Framework on Page 7.)

The successful integration of these principles requires an approach based on the following key standards, which are applied throughout the Integrated Arctic Corridors Framework:

- Corridors should use targeted routing and site-specific management to reduce impacts on the marine environment by minimizing the overlap of shipping with sensitive marine areas.
- Infrastructure development and contingency planning should match the level of assessed risk in each corridor, including worst-case scenario events (oil spills, vessel emergencies, etc.).
- Important Arctic passages (bottlenecks and other areas with particular environmental and social significance) require site-specific management strategies that account for their dynamic environmental and human importance.
- Formal marine protections need to accompany corridor development to ensure the biological abundance of the Arctic exists in perpetuity.
- Management of the network of Arctic shipping corridors should be an adaptive process, responding to environmental variability, new information, and monitoring.

If implemented within the NMTCI process, the framework’s system of integrated, tiered corridors will benefit Canada, the shipping industry, and northern communities. The plan will help Canada improve human and vessel safety in Arctic waters, empower Inuit organizations to ensure that Arctic shipping enhances instead of threatens their long-term well-being, reduce risk to the environment, and give mariners the guidance and tools necessary to allow ships to travel the safest possible route. In this way, the framework would establish the NMTCI as the holistic, national policy that Canada needs to meet the challenges of next-generation Arctic shipping.
A complex marine environment

Ships travelling in the Canadian Arctic pass through a complex marine environment that comprises some of the region’s most critical habitat areas, including many passages where the activities of birds, marine mammals, fish, humans, and ships converge during key seasons. (See Map 1.) The Integrated Arctic Corridors Framework brings together government departments, Inuit organizations, and other stakeholders to develop and manage a series of Arctic shipping corridors designed to achieve the highest possible level of human and vessel safety, environmental protection, and safeguarding of Inuit rights.
Canada’s Arctic Passageways Are Shared by Ships and Wildlife

Vessel, whale, fish, and bird movements
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State of shipping through the Northwest Passage

Over the past 10 years, the Canadian Arctic has experienced significant reductions in sea ice cover, while vessel traffic has more than doubled. (See Figure 1.) Ship passage throughout the Arctic is expected to continue to increase in the foreseeable future, motivated in part by predictions of ice-free summers in the Arctic Ocean as early as midcentury. Some parts of the Arctic could see a doubling of current traffic levels by 2020.

As Map 1 shows, Arctic shipping activity demonstrates a high degree of overlap among shipping patterns, Inuit-use areas and environmentally significant areas, especially at important passages, such as Lancaster Sound, Hudson Strait, and parts of the Canadian Beaufort Sea where seasonal oceanographic dynamics dramatically increase environmental sensitivity. In the coming years, Canada’s Arctic waters could transform into a strategic maritime zone where global economic interests intersect with national sovereignty and security, environmental protection, and Inuit rights. Although, as noted above, the federal government has committed in principle to balancing Arctic development with these concerns, its existing management of Arctic shipping does not sufficiently account for the environmental and social complexity of Canada’s Arctic Ocean.

Figure 1

Arctic Vessel Traffic More Than Doubled as Sea Ice Retreated Over the Past 40 Years

Annual summer minimum sea ice concentration and number of vessel voyages, 1974-2015

Sources: Canadian Ice Service, Ice Graph application, http://iceweb1.cis.ec.gc.ca/IceGraph/page1.xhtml?lang=en; Canadian Coast Guard, “NORDREG 1980-2015 Shipping Summary” (Arctic vessel traffic data from Jean-Pierre Lehnert at Canadian Coast Guard Base Iqaluit, Nov. 7, 2015)
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Guiding Principles of the Integrated Arctic Corridors Framework

The integration of human and vessel safety, Inuit rights, and environmental protection into a system of Arctic shipping corridors will provide Canada with a balanced and adaptable structure for managing Arctic shipping. Canada has already committed to forwarding the three principles in domestic legislation and international commitments.*

**Develop and adhere to world-leading standards for human and vessel safety in Arctic waters**

Canada has acknowledged the unique human and vessel safety challenges of Arctic shipping through its leadership in developing laws and agreements, including the International Code for Ships Operating in Polar Waters, the Agreement on Cooperation on Aeronautical and Maritime Search and Rescue in the Arctic, and the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea.

Climate change is creating new challenges for Arctic navigation. For example, although a climate change-related decline in sea ice is improving ship access, it will also result in increasingly hazardous multiyear ice floes, extreme ocean conditions, and more unpredictable weather.† Canada has not done enough to meet its goal of supporting human and vessel safety. In particular, Canada’s Arctic waters are sparsely charted, supported by limited services, and lacking in essential infrastructure.

**Establish comprehensive protection for the Arctic marine environment and its wildlife**

Canada has long championed Arctic-specific environmental protections through the Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention Act (AWPPA),‡ the Marine Liability Act, the Fisheries Act, the Canada Shipping Act, and the Convention on Biological Diversity. Government and Inuit organizations have identified nearly 50 percent of Canadian Arctic waters as ecologically and biologically significant.§ Canada has pledged to protect 5 percent of its oceans by 2017 and 10 percent, including the Arctic, by 2020.|| However, less than 1 percent of the Arctic Ocean has been afforded any kind of formal protection.♯ Unmanaged shipping would put additional pressure on an Arctic marine ecosystem that is facing myriad climate change impacts, notably loss of ice habitat, ocean acidification, coastal erosion, and shifts in ecosystem structure.**

**Fully and formally include Inuit in Arctic shipping policy creation and implementation**

Canada is the world leader in recognizing the rights of its indigenous people. Four Inuit Settled Land Claims Agreements cover the entirety of Canada’s Arctic and represent constitutionally protected rights that guarantee Inuit economic opportunities, the preservation of biological abundance for current and future generations, and social and cultural health for all of Inuit Nunangat.

Inuit are a maritime people who depend on the abundance of the marine environment for their culture and livelihood.†† They can influence and manage shipping activities through land claims

Continued on the next page.
agreements, self-government agreements, advocacy for federal regulation and capacity building, and potentially by invoking international indigenous rights instruments.\textsuperscript{‡‡} Inuit have advocated for strong shipping regulations that protect Arctic wildlife, prevent disruption to harvesting activities, provide tangible benefits to northern communities and support safe navigation.\textsuperscript{§§}

\textsuperscript{*} The Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention Act, the Convention on Biological Diversity, northern land claims, and several international shipping conventions administered by the International Maritime Organization (IMO).


\textsuperscript{‡} The Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention Act is intended to prevent pollution of all types in Canadian Arctic waters. The AWPPA states, “No person or ship shall deposit or permit the deposit of waste of any type in the Arctic waters.” The AWPPA houses two sets of regulations: the Arctic Shipping Pollution Prevention Regulations (ASPPR) and the Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention Regulations (AWPPR).


\textsuperscript{‡‡} Any domestic, international, or private decisions that threaten the Arctic habitat would also threaten the Inuit people and should be subject to the international human rights concept of obtaining free, prior, and informed consent of Inuit peoples before proceeding. This indigenous human right was first codified in International Labour Organization 169 and has been reinforced in the 2007 United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, to which Canada is a signatory. As such, challenging domestic projects or shipping activities on the basis that the operators, corporations, or governments failed to seek indigenous consent could be possible and presents more than adequate justification for future Arctic cruise operators, resource extractors, and others to engage Inuit communities or governments at the planning stage of shipping activities.

The shortcomings of the management regime were propelled into the spotlight during the summer of 2010, when the MV Clipper Adventurer—a cruise ship with 128 tourists aboard—and the Nanny, a community resupply tanker carrying 9.5 million litres of diesel fuel, both ran aground in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago. These emergencies highlighted critical needs and areas for improvement in the management of Arctic shipping, including:

- The need for targeted routing and voyage planning.
- The need for critical equipment to support safe and responsible Arctic shipping.
- The importance of personnel certified and trained for Arctic-specific operating conditions.
- The significance of modern and operational communication systems.
- The hazards posed by inadequate charting.
- The importance of correctly using notices warning about local navigation hazards.
- The need for checks and balances on the master mariner’s leadership in times of emergency.
- The risks posed to the Arctic ecosystem based on inefficient capacity to respond to an oil spill.

The MV Clipper Adventurer and Nanny groundings demonstrated the risks associated with Arctic shipping, the complexities of managing shipping activities, and the pressing need for Arctic-specific policy reform. Over the past three decades, many government agencies, academics, and civil groups have recommended various improvements to minimize the likelihood and impact of such accidents. (See Figure 2.)

The NMTCI offers the most promising foundation for the development of a national Arctic shipping policy. It already has identified primary (major well-known routes) and secondary (routes to communities) shipping corridors based on existing traffic patterns in conjunction with hydrographic information and proximity to Coast Guard services. (See Map 2.) The Coast Guard’s proposed corridors would significantly limit the area available for shipping activity and provide a strong starting point for integration.

To become a complete Arctic-specific national shipping policy, the NMTCI must expand to account for environmentally significant areas and Inuit-use patterns. (See Maps 3 and 4.) The Oceans Act, which went into effect in 1996, requires the Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada to designate ecologically and biologically significant areas across all Canadian marine areas. The process was designed to inform shipping management activities and the development of marine protections. The large overlap of these areas with corridor designations illustrates the pressing need for greater study and integration of local environmental and Inuit-use information into corridor design. The Integrated Arctic Corridors Framework would address this gap—and, in doing so, would provide a more holistic approach to shipping management. (See Table 1.)

The framework was developed with an eye toward current shipping realities, the extent of anticipated growth in the industry, and the complex social, environmental, and economic issues at play. The next section details the framework and outlines a step-by-step process for its development.
Figure 2
7 Major Reports Include More Than 170 Recommendations for Arctic Shipping Reform
Numbers of recommendations

Brander-Smith Report (1990) 19
Senate Committee Report on the Canadian Coast Guard (2009) 9
Arctic Marine Shipping Assessment (2009) 37
Senate Committee Report on Security/Sovereignty (2011) 16
Commissioner of the Environment and Sustainable Development, Oil Spill From Ships (2013) 15
Commissioner of the Environment and Sustainable Development, Marine Navigation in the Canadian Arctic (2014) 13
Tanker Safety Panel Phase 2 (2014) 69
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Map 2
The Canadian Coast Guard Identified Arctic Shipping Corridors Based on Existing Traffic Patterns
Primary and secondary northern marine transportation corridors
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Map 3

Coast Guard Shipping Routes Overlap Extensively With Critical Arctic Habitat

Primary and secondary northern marine transportation corridors and designated ecologically and biologically significant areas
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The Integrated Arctic Corridors Framework Adds to the Northern Marine Transportation Corridors Initiative

Additional policy values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Northern Marine Transportation Corridors Initiative</th>
<th>Integrated Arctic Corridors Framework</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corridors are based largely on current use patterns and marine safety, with limited consideration of environmental protection and Inuit rights.</td>
<td>Corridors are determined based on the integration of human and vessel safety, environmental protection, and Inuit rights.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Canadian Coast Guard leads the initiative in partnership with Transport Canada and Environment Canada. To date, there has been no formal engagement with Inuit organizations.</td>
<td>The building and managing of corridors is led by a partnership between the federal government and Inuit organizations, in consultation with other stakeholders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corridor management does not reflect level of risk.</td>
<td>Corridors are managed using a tiered approach that matches risk with readiness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corridors are a pragmatic and strategic initiative but do not amount to a national policy.</td>
<td>Corridors are the foundation of a national shipping and marine policy for Canada.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corridors are provided as voluntary guidelines for industry.</td>
<td>Corridors are integrated into new and ongoing regulatory reforms and initiatives.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Oceans North Canada
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Integrated corridors: Toward a national policy for Arctic shipping

The Integrated Arctic Corridors Framework brings all the key elements of Arctic shipping—prioritization and investment in infrastructure and service delivery, development and implementation of tailored shipping management measures, and strategic revisions to Canadian and international Arctic shipping regulation—into a single national policy. This comprehensive, integrated process will result in more informed decision-making and reduced risk for the shipping industry, Inuit communities, and Arctic ecosystems.

This section outlines the procedure by which integrated marine corridors should be built and managed. If implemented, the framework would establish an adaptive process whereby corridor designation, classification, and management could be revisited as the Arctic environment transforms, shipping patterns evolve, and new information is acquired through research and monitoring.
Building integrated Arctic corridors

Developing an integrated network of shipping routes in the Canadian Arctic must begin with a risk-based assessment that considers the key hydrographic, environmental, and social variables at play. Then a multi-stakeholder collaborative—the Canadian Arctic Corridors Commission—would establish a system of corridors through the lowest-risk regions identified in the risk assessment process. If done effectively, the system would substantially reduce shipping through the Canadian Arctic's most sensitive ecological areas, provide protection for Inuit traditional use, and deliver safe and practical choices for mariners. Environmentally or socially sensitive areas (including key Arctic passages) that cannot be excluded from shipping corridors should receive site-specific management plans.

Step 1: Create the Canadian Arctic Corridors Commission

The first step in implementing the framework is for the Canadian Coast Guard to establish a Canadian Arctic Corridors Commission, co-chaired by Inuit and the federal government and charged with developing a vision for Canadian Arctic shipping. The Canadian Senate already has recommended creation of such a body.14

The commission’s mandate would have two phases. First, it would develop the integrated corridors. Then it would become the permanent management body responsible for overseeing the system, targeting resources, supporting safe and responsible vessel traffic, monitoring performance, and adapting to change.

Step 2: Consult and meaningfully engage Inuit

Building a national framework for Arctic shipping involves three key groups: the federal government, territorial governments, and Inuit organizations. Inuit must be engaged in the designation, classification and management of corridors that overlap with these areas in order to mitigate potential impacts to subsistence practices and user conflicts. Despite the federal government’s special relationship with Inuit and notwithstanding requests from Inuit leaders to be involved in the development of a governance regime for Arctic shipping,15 no formal mechanisms currently exist to engage Inuit on the issue. The first action of the commission, as it begins developing shipping routes, must be to fully and formally engage and consult with appropriate Inuit organizations. This will ensure that the framework is consistent with Canada’s constitutional duty to “consult and accommodate” Inuit interests and provide a mechanism to capture Inuit priorities and empower Inuit to be represented in all phases of the framework’s implementation.16

Inuit engagement is required by Canadian constitution and case law.17 Beyond that, however, it benefits the framework effort by facilitating inclusion of local and traditional knowledge, enabling the identification of important habitat and Inuit-use areas, and providing linkages to Inuit organizations at the national, regional, and local levels, which are critical to corridor designation, classification, management, and monitoring. (See Map 4.)

Step 3: Integrate information

Shipping corridors are optimized when information on human and vessel safety, environmental protection, and Inuit knowledge and use is incorporated into the development process. This necessitates consultation, information gathering, and assessment to determine in which areas of the Arctic shipping would pose the least and greatest risk.

To account for the complexity of the region, the Canadian Arctic Corridors Commission would collate all available data into a single Arctic maritime atlas. This will allow the Coast Guard to identify and address information and planning gaps. The Coast Guard has started this data collection process, but its work has focused primarily on human and vessel safety without sufficiently considering other critical information and analyses. In particular,
Map 4
Canadian Arctic Shipping Traffic Intersects Many Inuit-Use Areas
Shipping patterns and identified Inuit areas of importance, 2014

Inuit-identified areas of importance | 2014 ship tracks | Canadian exclusive economic zones
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Data on important Inuit hunting areas, community-identified conservation planning zones, wildlife migration routes, species-specific management plans, important cultural sites, and marine protected areas is available and should be included.

The degree of overlap between designated environmental areas and the Coast Guard’s corridors—such as in the Hudson Strait, where vessel traffic, wildlife habitat, and Inuit activities intersect—demonstrates why such information needs to be considered in corridor design. (See Map 5.) Considering the full range of relevant information when developing corridors through Hudson Strait and similar regions of the Arctic will minimize this overlap by targeting routing, accounting for seasonal variability, and facilitating the creation of corridor-specific infrastructure.
Map 5

Hudson Strait Is Among the First Areas Where Ice Recedes in Early Summer and Is a Key Arctic Passage for Ships and Wildlife

Overlap of shipping activities with Inuit and biological designations
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Building integrated corridors also requires the collection of new information. Research on the overlap of important habitat features, migratory routes, and shipping activity is limited. Moreover, major gaps exist in the data on Arctic offshore ecology, which is particularly relevant for shipping corridors and should be developed in partnership with outside research initiatives. Another critical need is to improve the federal government’s understanding of oil spill sensitivity and response planning. This information is especially important given that the eastern and western Arctic both have extended periods when spill response is not possible because of environmental conditions. Transport Canada’s Regional Response Plan for the Arctic is currently nonoperational and under review, but even if it were active, its local environmental sensitivity mapping and planning would be neither adequate nor complete. The Canadian Arctic Corridors Commission could initiate studies to address these data gaps and support a fully informed corridor development and management process.

**Step 4: Designate corridors**

Based on the analysis of the full body of relevant information, a system of shipping corridors would then be selected. Through a multi-stakeholder process, shipping corridors through the Canadian Arctic would be identified and mapped. The process should also consider and incorporate the seasonal dynamics of the region, such as the timing of and areas used during migrations, calving, and rearing for marine mammals and molting for bird colonies.

Excluding environmentally and socially sensitive areas from corridors will limit impacts from shipping. Further, creating site-specific contingency planning for key hunting grounds and Inuit travel routes that intersect with corridors will minimize conflict and ensure the safety of subsistence harvesters. This is one of the greatest strengths of the integrated corridors approach. If all factors are balanced and considered holistically, vulnerable areas are protected and shipping occurs in a manner that enables the Coast Guard and other agencies to strategically allocate their resources.

Key Arctic passages for wildlife, human activities, and shipping illustrate the need for further refinement of corridor designation. For example, the primary corridor through the Beaufort Sea is over 100 km (62 miles) wide at its widest point. (See Map 6.) To this point, the NMTCI has been largely based on the shipping activities that occurred for the three years from 2011 through 2013, creating the potential to formalize the industry footprint as a long-term shipping corridor. Existing information on the location of important ecological and Inuit areas have not been considered.

To ensure integration, the government must designate corridors that carefully and explicitly account for the needs of commercial shipping while excluding, to the degree possible, areas that are ecologically significant and important to Inuit. Comparing the Coast Guard’s current Beaufort Sea corridor with one based on the integrated approach shows how targeted routing significantly reduces shipping’s impact on environmental and Inuit-use areas while accounting for a higher percentage of the most recent vessel traffic. (See Map 7.)
Map 6

Shipping Corridors in the Beaufort Sea Overlap With Significant Environmental and Inuit Areas

Current Coast Guard routes and important areas, by type
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### Map 7

**An Integrated Corridor System Would Create Cost-Effective, Safe, and Efficient Arctic Routing**

Possible corridors through the Beaufort Sea and important areas, by type

---

**Sources:**
- Canadian Coast Guard; Fisheries and Oceans Canada, 2010 Arctic Marine Workshop; Important Bird Areas Canada, [http://www.ibacanada.ca/explore_how.jsp?lang=EN](http://www.ibacanada.ca/explore_how.jsp?lang=EN);
- ISR Community Conservation Plan, [http://jointsecretariat.ca/resources](http://jointsecretariat.ca/resources);
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Table 2

Integrated Arctic Corridors Supplement the Benefits of the Coast Guard System

Comparison of shipping corridors in the Canadian Beaufort Sea, by type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coast Guard Northern Marine Transportation Corridors Initiative</th>
<th>NMTCI With Integrated Arctic Corridors Framework</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corridor system covers 77,500 square kilometres (30,000 square miles) of the Canadian Beaufort Sea.</td>
<td>Corridors system covers 23,250 square kilometres—approximately 70% less area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 2012-15, 60% of commercial shipping traffic during the peak month of September occurred within the current corridors.</td>
<td>Between 2012-15, 68% of commercial shipping traffic during the peak month of September occurred within the integrated corridors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corridor system affects 45% of regional ecological, biological, and Inuit areas of significance.</td>
<td>Corridors system affects 20% of regional ecological, biological, and Inuit areas of significance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20% of designated corridors contain hazardous ice conditions.</td>
<td>Less than 5% of designated corridors contain hazardous ice conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not designed to include primary community resupply vessel patterns.</td>
<td>Designed to incorporate community resupply vessel patterns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corridors are voluntary.</td>
<td>Corridors are integrated into new and on-going regulatory reforms and initiatives.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Step 5: Classify corridors

The hazardous and dynamic nature of the Canadian Arctic means that some shipping corridors will intersect with sensitive and high-risk areas. As proposed, 77 percent of the NMTCI corridors pass through areas that have been identified by government and Inuit as environmentally significant. For important areas that cannot reasonably be excluded from the corridor system, establishing effective management interventions will be critical to the long-term viability of Arctic shipping and the sustainability of the ecosystem and Inuit subsistence practices.
To be effective, these management measures must correspond with the level of risk within each corridor. This tailored approach can be achieved by classifying the corridors according to three tiers of risk: low, medium, and high. (See Table 3.) Based on their tier, corridors would receive targeted investment and management, including environmental protected areas, enhanced services, site-specific contingency planning, improved charting, and enhanced regulation and oversight.

### Table 3

**Shipping Lanes Can Be Categorized by Risk to Ensure Proper Management**

General characteristics of corridor tiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tier</th>
<th>Corridor characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1—Low risk</td>
<td>Present limited risks to vessel and human safety, don't intersect with environmentally sensitive areas or marine mammal migration routes, and have no potential to significantly affect Inuit activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2—Medium risk</td>
<td>Pass through higher-risk marine areas, contain some environmentally sensitive areas, and/or potentially affect Inuit activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3—High risk</td>
<td>Contain areas that present great risks to vessel and human safety and/or major environmentally sensitive areas, affect at-risk species, and/or may significantly affect Inuit hunting areas, travel routes, or vital activities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Oceans North Canada  
© 2016 The Pew Charitable Trusts

Corridors can be classified according to the level of risk to one or more of the following: passengers and crew, vessel safety, Inuit and northern communities, and the environment. Because the combination of risks will vary widely in the Arctic Ocean, classification will depend on the individual characteristics and circumstances of each corridor. The commission will be responsible for conducting assessments that weigh risks across all three principles.

A number of important shipping areas in the Canadian Arctic present high levels of risk across all three principles and are clear candidates for Tier 3 classification and corresponding levels of investment and management. One such area is Lancaster Sound, which is among the Canadian Arctic’s most remote and biologically abundant environments. (See Map 8.) It is also the eastern entrance to the Northwest Passage, home to three Inuit communities, and the site of a future national marine conservation area. Lancaster Sound lies adjacent to one of Canada’s most significant new mining developments, which will bring in some of the largest ships the region has ever hosted.
Map 8

Lancaster Sound Is a Complex Arctic Passage in Need of Tier 2 or Tier 3 Classification

Probable shipping routes and their overlap with various sensitive areas
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Benefits for Stakeholders

The Integrated Arctic Corridors Framework advances Arctic shipping in three ways: by providing a transparent and consistent framework upon which to base planning and decision-making, enabling collaboration and synergies through the Arctic Corridors Commission, and integrating the three key principles for Arctic shipping policy formation. In turn, these improvements will provide a set of benefits to Canada, the shipping industry, and the people of the North.

Canada

The framework will help Canada improve human and vessel safety in Arctic waters while providing the structure for robust environmental protection. The framework will strengthen human and vessel safety by prioritizing investments in infrastructure, services, and modern charting, facilitating logistics and decision-making within corridors, and discouraging shipping in hazardous areas outside the corridor system. In addition, effective management of integrated corridors should include common-sense incentives to encourage vessel modernization, infrastructural and communications improvements, and the development of regional human resource capacity. The framework will reduce risk to the environment by accounting for sensitive areas and by providing tools for more targeted management of marine species and habitat areas within designated corridors. Further, the process of developing integrated corridors brings attention to deficiencies in the current liability regime for Arctic shipping and enables Canada to address key liability concerns. Through iterative management, the integrated corridors system provides a flexible framework that can be adapted to changing circumstances in the highly dynamic Arctic environment.

Inuit

The framework will empower Inuit organizations by formally including them in corridor development and management, ensuring that Arctic shipping both benefits and does not threaten the long-term well-being of Canadian Inuit. The processes of corridor creation and management will give Inuit and the Canadian government a powerful tool for protecting important Inuit hunting areas and marine wildlife from the potential adverse effects of Arctic shipping. In addition, institutionalized coordination between federal departments and regional Inuit governments and organizations should result in enhanced oil spill response planning and other regional emergency response capacity. Investment in integrated Arctic corridors will improve infrastructure, lowering the cost of shipping to Inuit communities while promoting economic opportunity in the North.

Mariners and industry

The framework will benefit mariners and the shipping industry in a number of key ways. Most importantly, it will create a safer shipping environment for all vessels operating within the corridor system. Information gathering and investments in modern charting will help mariners identify the least risky areas for shipping and make more informed decisions. Designations of environmentally significant areas will allow ships to travel the safest possible route. Currently, limited emergency

Continued on the next page.
Managing integrated Arctic corridors

The Integrated Arctic Corridors Framework, built on a system of tiered shipping corridors and governed by an Arctic Corridors Commission, would strengthen Canada’s ability to manage shipping in the Arctic in three key ways:

1. Enabling the federal and territorial governments to create a mechanism for targeting and allocating resources toward priority Arctic marine infrastructure, information, and regional emergency response teams.

2. Supporting safe and responsible traffic by proposing vessel standards that correspond with the risk level of each corridor. Inuit participation in the commission would reduce the chance of vessels harming important Inuit areas.

3. Allowing Canada to more systematically monitor all variables, adapt to change in the dynamic Arctic environment, and promote regulatory and private-sector innovation.

Targeting resources

Canada’s Arctic waters suffer from informational and infrastructural shortages, most notably in the areas of hydrographic data and modern charting; navigational aids; icebreaker capacity; on-shore infrastructure, such as ports, roads, and beacons; and oil spill response capacity, including equipment and trained personnel. Only 1 percent of Canadian Arctic waters are adequately surveyed; 10 percent of nautical charts meet modern standards; 2 percent of Canada’s navigational aids are deployed north of the Arctic Circle, and there are no deep-water ports. (See Map 9.)

The process of developing modern nautical charting and building infrastructure to support Arctic shipping requires a comprehensive strategy for the allocation of government resources. The tiered corridor system would provide the foundation for strategic investment based on risk level, prioritizing investment for Tier 2 and 3 corridors. This approach would enable Canada to effectively support safe navigation for current levels and patterns of shipping and to plan for and build capacity in step with corridor-specific increases in vessel traffic over time.

Canada’s current icebreaker capacity is a good indicator of its historic level of investment in Arctic shipping infrastructure. Of the five Arctic nations—Canada, Denmark (via Greenland), Norway, Russia, and the United States—Canada, which represents 41 percent of the world’s Arctic coastline, has only six icebreakers, the least...
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amount of coverage per kilometre of Arctic coastline. (See Figure 3.) By comparison, Russia has about 13.5 times the icebreaker capacity of Canada, and the U.S., with 9 percent of the Arctic coastline, has five icebreakers. Further, the auditor general found that although shipping activity in the Arctic was increasing, the Coast Guard's icebreaking presence was decreasing.24
Supporting safe and responsible vessel traffic

As previously noted, the framework would advance the NMTCI’s goal of supporting safe and responsible vessel activity in five key ways:

- First, the corridor system would build on the protections achieved through Canada’s existing regulatory mechanisms. In particular, it would extend the reach of Canada’s Ship Safety Control Zones, an established risk-based management regime for Arctic shipping that regulates standards and access according to historical levels of seasonal sea ice. In addition, by utilizing the Arctic Pollution Prevention Regulations in corridor designation and classification, the framework could establish vessel standards and navigational rules that reflect the level of risk in each corridor, taking into account seasonal variations.
• Second, the framework would provide a structure through which Canada could revisit its rules related to liability limits for ship-based pollution events. Current limits underestimate the costs of response, remediation, and victim compensation compared with past efforts around the world. Because of the challenges inherent in responding to spills in Arctic waters, the cost will be magnified.

• Third, the identification of special areas for enhanced environmental management, including designations such as marine protected areas, would protect ecologically sensitive places within the corridor system.

• Fourth, the framework calls for site-specific contingency planning (including for worst-case scenarios) in designated areas in order to reduce the risks to the environment and Inuit communities. This is common practice for ship-source contingency planning in other countries, such as the United States and Australia.

• Finally, permanent mechanisms for ongoing engagement and consultation with Inuit groups would be developed to ensure that Inuit rights are being protected and that opportunities for Inuit involvement in the management and monitoring regime are identified and pursued.

Oil spills from near-shore vessels represent the greatest shipping-related threat to the people and environment of the Arctic. As noted earlier, seven studies have made 57 distinct recommendations for addressing Canada’s lack of preparedness for an Arctic oil spill. Map 10 illustrates the need for planning and investment in oil spill response capacity. Had the Nanny spilled its cargo of 9.5 million litres of diesel fuel in the passage south of King William Island, a responding agency would have needed a minimum of 4½ to 6½ days to mount a medium to major response operation. This is significant because the first 24 hours are the most critical period for containing an oil spill and preventing environmental damage, and mechanical removal of spilled oil is most effective when the oil is at its densest, before it has been mixed by wave action. The importance of deploying sufficient equipment within the first day after an oil spill is internationally recognized and is often built into law. California, for example, mandates that significant response capacity be deployed within six hours of a spill.

Monitoring and adapting to change

The Arctic environment is changing at an unprecedented rate, which is affecting ecosystems, Inuit practices, and shipping interests. And shipping traffic will not increase uniformly over time. It will intensify over short periods in specific corridors associated with resource extraction and destination shipping. Further, variability in annual sea ice, species-specific habitat use, and long-term environmental changes are difficult to predict. One of the greatest strengths of the tiered corridors approach is that it creates a flexible, risk-based system that can accommodate environmental changes and traffic increases.

The key to creating a nimble and adaptable system is to establish a monitoring program that focuses on changes to corridor use and environmental impacts, enabling the commission to review corridor designations and classifications and to develop new management strategies. This iterative and adaptive approach ensures that as shipping patterns and environmental conditions change, corridors continue to be managed in the most effective way possible and that human and vessel safety, environmental protection, and Inuit rights are balanced and optimized.

As part of its management strategy, the framework should encourage and incentivize innovation in the areas of communications, infrastructure, ships and equipment, and the training of personnel, including community first responders. Canada has a record of successful public-private and federal-territorial partnerships to support similar advances in other areas such as the development of the Canadian High Arctic Research Station. Of singular importance is the modernization of the shipping fleet used to resupply Arctic communities.
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Recommendations

Over the past two decades, government agencies, academics, and civil society groups have made recommendations to improve Canadian Arctic shipping policy in order to minimize marine casualties and environmental emergencies. The recommendations in this section build on their work and connect it to the Integrated Arctic Corridors Framework outlined above.

Create a forum and governance structure for Arctic shipping corridor development and management

Building and managing integrated corridors requires the collaboration of a number of government bodies and Inuit groups. To effectively facilitate this coordination and cooperation, the Coast Guard should create and lead a Canadian Arctic Corridors Commission. The commission should be co-chaired by the Coast Guard and Inuit and charged with leading the process that culminates with the design and adoption of the framework.

1. Include representatives from Transport Canada, Environment Canada, and Fisheries and Oceans Canada, all three territorial governments, and appropriate Inuit land claims organizations.
2. Serve as the permanent management body with a mandate to administer the system of integrated Arctic corridors.

Consult and meaningfully engage Inuit

Canada has a constitutional obligation to consult and meaningfully engage Inuit on matters that have the potential to affect economic, social, and environmental dimensions of life in the Arctic. The Arctic Corridors Commission must:

1. Enter into formal consultations with all settled Inuit land claims regions to ensure appropriate participation in domestic and international shipping policy creation and negotiation. Formal consultations must provide the opportunity for Inuit traditional knowledge about sensitive marine and coastal areas to shape corridor designation, classification, and management.
2. Create a national process to gather Inuit views on shipping in the Arctic.
3. Develop effective communication channels between government agencies and Inuit organizations.
4. Establish official linkages with local, regional, national, and international Inuit governance bodies responsible for managing the Arctic marine environment.

Integrate information

The process of information gathering will prepare the way for the creation of an interactive online Canadian Arctic marine atlas, which will synthesize all available data related to Inuit use and occupancy as well as Arctic fish, marine mammal, and bird populations, to ultimately inform creation of the corridors. The atlas will be an essential tool to define important hunting areas, community-identified conservation planning zones, wildlife migration routes, species-specific management plans, important cultural sites, and marine protected areas. To gather and collate the information necessary to build integrated Arctic shipping corridors, the Canadian government must:

1. Allocate adequate funding to fill existing critical information gaps.
2. Provide the Canadian Hydrographic Service and the Coast Guard with additional resources to carry out hydrographic surveys of all potential shipping corridors, prioritizing the most potentially hazardous areas.
3. Collect, synthesize, and incorporate existing hydrographic and other related shipping data (such as analysis of vessel traffic, ice, and relevant environmental information) from government agencies and partners.

4. Conduct regional risk assessments of shipping in the Canadian Arctic, focusing on high-risk areas and those that are important to communities as well as key Arctic passages. This activity would include gathering the necessary data for risk assessments, including ecosystem data.

5. Conduct ecosystem-based scientific studies on marine mammals and habitat that require special protection.

6. Design and implement an Arctic monitoring system to ensure the long-term health of important ecological and biological areas.

**Designate corridors**

Shipping in certain areas of the Canadian Arctic should be discouraged. Once an integrated mapping and assessment process has identified the optimal shipping routes, the Arctic Corridors Commission should formally establish a system of corridors that excludes sensitive areas. To achieve this, the commission must:

1. Aggregate all sensitive marine areas identified through Inuit local and traditional knowledge and create and determine areas that should be excluded from shipping corridors.

2. Identify environmentally significant areas that have no or very low levels of vessel traffic and exclude them from designated corridors.

3. Analyze potential shipping routes and determine the lowest-risk corridors as they relate to human and vessel safety, environmental protection, and Inuit rights.

4. Scrutinize corridor width and placement to minimize overlap with sensitive areas and those important to Inuit and wildlife migratory routes.

**Classify corridors**

The level of risk to ships and from ships to wildlife, the environment, and indigenous communities varies greatly throughout the Canadian Arctic. To manage corridors efficiently, the commission must classify them into three tiers according to assessed risk (low, medium, and high), and to do so, the commission must:

1. Create local and regional maps of high-risk areas.

2. Use the risk assessments conducted during the information-integration stages to identify where shipping corridors pass through high-, medium-, and low-risk areas.

**Target resources**

In the face of increasing vessel traffic, deficiencies in maritime infrastructure and services must be addressed through targeted investment in corridors. To this end, the Canadian Arctic Corridors Commission must:

1. Request an infrastructure needs assessment that includes port and harbour infrastructure, on-shore facilities (e.g., waste reception, oil transfer, refuelling stations), communications (including automatic identification system receivers and Internet connectivity), icebreaker capacity, aids to navigation, search and rescue, and spill response equipment.

2. Develop short-, medium-, and long-term infrastructure strategies that include investigation of potential funding mechanisms, such as public-private partnerships and fees for service.

3. Build capacity to respond to a worst-case scenario ship-source oil spill in remote Canadian Arctic waters.
Support safe and responsible vessel traffic

Innovative and collaborative management is necessary to effectively mitigate the risks presented by increased shipping. To effectively manage vessel activities over time, the Arctic Corridors Commission must:

1. Develop a management plan that includes environmental protections, safety standards for vessels and crew, and protection for Inuit practices.
2. Pursue regulatory controls for corridors based on changes to ship construction, equipment, voyage planning, and crew requirements for access to Ship Safety Control Zones under the Arctic Shipping Pollution Prevention Regulations.
3. Establish protections for environmentally sensitive areas within and adjacent to corridors including those with International Maritime Organization designations, such as Special Areas, Emission Control Areas, and Particularly Sensitive Sea Areas.

Monitor and adapt to change

The Canadian Arctic is experiencing an unprecedented rate of change in both environmental conditions and shipping traffic. Corridors can be adapted to new circumstances by reviewing designations, classifications, investments, and management approaches. To optimize safety and environmental protection over time, the Arctic Corridors Commission must:

1. Support and integrate baseline environmental assessment and monitoring in vulnerable areas along designated corridors.
2. Establish a vessel monitoring program that includes regular monitoring, ship inspections, corridor surveillance, and incident review.
3. Periodically review and reassess designations, classifications, investments, and management approaches based on information from monitoring or on significant changes to shipping activities and patterns.

Conclusion

Climate change is warming the Arctic Ocean. The permanent Arctic polar ice pack continues to recede. In coming years, the Arctic will host important shipping routes for minerals, oil and gas, and other commercial goods. In Canada, vessel traffic through the Northwest Passage already has increased by 166 percent over the past decade. Government, industry, and Inuit organizations agree that Canada’s Arctic shipping policy needs to advance to meet these challenges.

The Integrated Arctic Corridors Framework offers an innovative blueprint for bringing all stakeholders together around an achievable national policy for Arctic shipping. Through the creation, development, and management of integrated corridors, the framework would make shipping in the Canadian Arctic safer and more affordable while strengthening environmental protections and protecting Inuit rights. Importantly, the framework would be built to adapt as conditions change in this dynamic and complex area.

Implementation of the framework would solidify Canada’s position as a global leader in Arctic policy and diplomacy and could help to spark a new era of cooperation with Canada’s international Arctic partners. Although much of the present international policy discussion presupposes rivalry and conflict among the Arctic nations, responsible economic development, human and vessel safety, environmental protection, and Inuit rights are priorities all Arctic nations and their peoples share, and the framework presents a holistic plan that could serve as a road map for pan-Arctic solutions to the next generation of shipping challenges.
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